Death Register: "F" and "H" forces.
CHANDRAPUR. ALL REMAINS NOW CREMATED AND BURIED IN COMMUNAL GRAVES (2).

NAMED SITE. GRAVES ON HILLSIDE. EACH CYLINDER WITH CREMATED REMAINS BURIED IN SEPARATE GRAVES - ALL BRITISH MIXED. NO. ON RIGHT, OTHERS ON LEFT. ANY NAME OR CODE
PLACE NOT NOTED WITH A GRAVE NUMBER. NO REMAINS WERE BURIED ON OPPOSITE SIDE OF
RAILWAY LINE. KOON CEMETERY ENTERING THE CEMETERY THROUGH ENTRANCE ON
CREMATED GRAVES MARKED WITH KOON CEMETERY, NAMES ST. AUG. CT.

SENTINEL NO. COMA IT IS KNOWN THAT CERTAIN PERSONNEL (1ST TANGI) WHO DIED AT S. NIKI
WERE CREMATED, DUG OUT INTO BUNKER, BURIED AT TANGI. PLANT ATTACHED
TO WHT AT BACK OF BOOK, NAME ON FRAME IS TO BE BURIED IN KOON CEM.
"CHANDRAPUR."